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This report examines the evaluation of capacity in an investment management context. It addresses the 
following question: “how large can a fund get before it is unable to create additional value for its 
investors?” In doing so, it discusses how capacity is defined; identifies ten drivers; and outlines methods for 
estimating capacity. The report is framed from the perspective of an actively managed fund that forms a 
portfolio based on a particular investment ‘signal’ – a general term for the information or process by which 
investment opportunities are identified. It asks how much funds under management (FUM) can be 
accepted before management should consider either closing the fund to new money, or perhaps changing 
the signal and thus its investment process itself. The presentation mostly revolves around capacity for 
equity funds, which have been the prime focus of the related literature that is extensively reviewed.  
Key points to arise from the research include the following: 
 The definition of capacity embraced in the report is the FUM beyond which a fund can no longer deliver 
the return required by investors using a particular investment signal. This definition views capacity from 
the investor’s perspective. Other definitions focus on the maximization of total value-add in dollar 
terms, or the point at which excess returns are eroded entirely.  
 Ten drivers of capacity are identified, which amount to an interconnected mixture of effects:  
Drivers that enhance capacity:  
- Economies of scale related to fixed costs 
- Economies of scope, such as improved access to opportunities and networks for larger funds 
- Flexibility to adjust as a fund grows, which can help mitigate the adverse effects of size 
Drivers that limit capacity:  
- Diseconomies in trading and portfolio construction, which relate to the increasing difficulty in 
capturing returns as FUM grows due to problems in trading assets, leading to either larger market 
impact when executing trades, or greater opportunity cost from returns foregone 
- Organizational diseconomies, such as reduced flexibility and co-ordination difficulties 
- Staff effects, notably any loss of focus by key individuals as a fund grows 
- Other investors using similar strategies or signals, given that available capacity can be reduced if 
multiple investors are trying to exploit a particular return opportunity 
Drivers that influence potential capacity: 
- Investment approach, given that some approaches have inherently higher capacity than others, 
reflecting aspects such as: trading frequency, the nature of the opportunities being pursued, 
whether the approach demands or supplies liquidity, investment style, and dealing capability 
 
 
 
 
- Investment universe, which impacts on the potential to trade in volume with high liquidity, and the 
nature and range of opportunities being generated; all of which may change over time 
Other drivers: 
- Asymmetry in accumulating versus liquidating, reflecting the idea that exiting large positions can be 
more difficult than building them, meaning that risks associated with investment mistakes or 
outflows can increase with FUM.   
 Capacity analysis methods are discussed, and fall into four broad groups: 
- Rules of thumb – Capacity is defined with regard to simple measures such as the percentage of 
market segment being addressed, or days to exit.  
- Ex-post analysis – Selected portfolio metrics are monitored for signs that capacity constraints may 
be emerging, such as: number of positions; signs of convergence between a portfolio and its 
benchmark; trade execution costs, and time to complete trades; implementation shortfall versus a 
target portfolio; and trends in active returns.  
- Simulation analysis – A portfolio’s performance or its implementation is re-evaluated under 
conditions where FUM is ‘scaled up’, allowing for portfolio or trading constraints, or perhaps the 
greater transaction costs associated with larger trades.  
- Predictive models – Capacity is predicted under the assumption that a fund adjusts either its trading 
strategy or portfolio construction as FUM increases. This approach is the most advanced. The 
report dedicates a section to describing predictive models and their components in detail. 
 The report also discusses the implications for fund managers and institutional asset owners. It is noted 
that capacity analysis is an inexact science; and that estimates can vary significantly both with how 
analysis is conducted, and over time. This suggests using multiple methods, in particular including ex-
post analysis which keeps a ‘finger on the pulse’. Further, estimates need to be interpreted with care; 
and aspects that may not be captured by the analysis itself need to be considered, such as operational 
economies or diseconomies or the actions of other investors. It is recommended that fund managers set 
themselves up to analyze capacity, and consider putting more science into its estimation. The report 
should assist asset owners in their role as users of investment management services, both through 
external managers and via internal asset management. It provides direction on investment approaches 
that might be most ‘scalable’ for a large asset owner. These will tend to focus on larger, liquid assets; 
limit the trading required through either adopting less concentrated portfolios, or investing for the long 
term; or be liquidity supplying, rather than liquidity demanding.  
This report is written with two aims. First, it provides a reference document for the investment 
management community on evaluating capacity. Second, it forms a foundation for two additional planned 
CIFR outputs: an opinion piece discussing capacity from the perspective of institutional asset owners 
managing multi-asset portfolios; and a report illustrating and comparing various methods for measuring 
capacity. 
 
